Agile at Scale
Advisory Services
Optimize value for growth and scale
Advancing an agile transformation strategy,
implementing a new enterprise agility
tool, and scaling its use throughout an
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Agile at Scale Advisory Services portfolio:

Emerging Bundles
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Our services integrate the best practices of agile at scale with Jira Align. Rather than focusing
on delivering framework-agnostic approaches to agile at scale, we fully integrate the capabilities
of SAFe, Scrum@Scale, Disciplined Agile(DA), or LeSS with the operational characteristics of our
platform. We teach you how to scale with our platform using your chosen framework; not just
how to scale.

Getting started on your agile transformation journey?
Select one of our specialized Agile at Scale Solution Partners to help you accelerate your
time-to-value by assisting you with planning and implementing your scaled agile journey.
Visit partnerdirectory.atlassian.com
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